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Figure 76: Feynman diagram for the T1tttt simplified model.

8 Exclusion Limits879

Because a large excess was not observed in the signal region, exclusion limits can be set on880

various signal models. For limit setting, the Higgs Combined Limit package [29] with tag881

V02-02-03 is used in CMSSW 5 2 5. Text files in LandS format that specify the relevant back-882

grounds, signal yields, and uncertainties are the input for this tool. The final limits are set using883

a modified-frequentist CLs method with a one-sided profile likelihood test statistic. The limit884

setting takes the 3 ET/ signal regions for both Nb = 2 and Nb � 3, for a total of 6 signal regions,885

into account simultaneously in a global fit to determine a 95% Confidence Level (C.L.) upper886

limit on the cross section.887

Limits are set in the context of a simplified model [30–33]. The particular model used here is888

called T1tttt, and is exclusively gluino pair production. Figure 76 shows the Feynman diagram889

for T1tttt. In T1tttt, the gluino and LSP are the only relevant SUSY particles. In this model, each890

gluino decays to a top anti-top pair and the LSP. A further description of this simplified model891

can be found in [34]. The MadGraph T1tttt scan is used here.892

Additional simplified models used for interpretation, T5tttt and T1t1t, are described in Appen-893

dices J and K, respectively. Each of these models is exclusively gluino pair production and has894

the same final state at T1tttt, but unlike in T1tttt, the gluinos decay through an intermediate895

mass stop quark.896

The gluino-gluino pair-production cross sections used for setting exclusion limits are produced897

using calculations which include the re-summation of soft gluon emission at next-to-leading898

logarithmic accuracy, matched to next-to-leading order (NLO) SUSY-QCD [35]. The theoretical899

uncertainty on the cross sections is due to scale variation and the parton distribution functions.900

The limit setting procedure needs as input the signal acceptance times efficiency in each signal901

bin. Figures 77, 78, and 79 show the acceptance times efficiency in the T1tttt MLSP vs. Mg̃ plane902

for Njet � 6, Nb = 2 and HT > 500, HT > 750, and HT > 1000 GeV selections, respectively.903

Figures 80, 81, and 82 show the same but with a logarithmic z-axis scale. Figures 83, 84, and 85904

show the acceptance times efficiency in the T1tttt MLSP vs. Mg̃ plane for Njet � 6, Nb � 3 and905

HT > 500, HT > 750, and HT > 1000 GeV selections, respectively. Figures 86, 87, and 88 show906

the same but with a logarithmic z-axis scale. For each HT selection, each of the three ET/ signal907

bins is shown separately.908


